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MYTH – Cataract operations should
not be done in summer
FACT – In the olden days after a cataract
operation the patients head was immobilised between sandbags and he was not
allowed to turn or move for a month,
even to go to the toilet! Naturally, summer was a bad idea as the patient could
not take a bath for a month. Today, the
cataract can be removed through an incision as small as 0.7 mm. The person is
mobile instantly and can go home in
two hours wearing spectacles. No more
is the summer ban valid.
MYTH –A big painful injection before
surgery is a norm
FACT — Today, modern centers no
longer deaden the eye with local anaesthesia. Eye drops are put on the eye and
the patient is conscious during surgery.
He/she feels no pain but only a little
pressure at times. In selected cases, injection is given to deaden the area
around the eye. The needle is very fine
and the patient usually feels only a small
prick in the skin.

MYTH – Cataract occurs only to old
people
FACT – Cataract can occur at any age!
Cataract can occur in newborn babies
through infections like rubella which the
mother can contract while the baby is in
the womb and in infancy due to metabolic disorders like Galactosemia. Taking
medicines like steroids for other diseases,
undergoing radiation for cancer and
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Cataract has been the most widespread eye ailment and the myths surrounding it are equally so.
Dr Cyres Mehta helps you see through them
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HEALTH TIP
Men who are active – defined as walking or jogging more than
10 miles per week – have a reduced risk of ulcers

HEALTH TIP
It is a misconception that women who lift weights will get bulky
muscles. Head to the gym now!

COUNTER CATARACT

ost senior citizens after they
reach the age of 50 are likely
to undergo a cataract surgery.
Even though the number of
patients is on the rise, the myths and fallacies surrounding this eye ailment is on
the rise too. Dr Cyres Mehta, opthalmic
surgeon, Saifee Hospital and Dr Keiki
Mehta’s Eye Hospital dispels the myths
and provides the facts.
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working in a steel mill where the eye is
exposed to infrared rays can all cause
cataract. Any blow to the eye usually results in cataract.

lows more light to enter the eye. The person sees marginally better but this lasts
only for a few hours. But cataract is an irreversible chemical reaction that can
only be treated by surgery.

MYTH –Surgery can be done without
a lens implant in the eye
FACT — Performing a cataract surgery
today without a lens means that we have
converted a cataract blind person into a
spectacle blind person. Doing the sur-

gery without the appropriate lens implant is like doing a knee replacement
without the prosthesis. Today lens implant is performed in 100 per cent
cataract surgeries even in small towns.
MYTH —The lens placed in the eye
will have to be removed. It will break
and get bad over a period of time.
FACT— The lenses today are injected
into the eye through a one to two mm
tunnel which seals instantly and needs
no stitches. The lenses are made of
acrylic plastic and they do not cause a reaction. Lens implanted even 40 years ago
show no sign of aging.
MYTH – You have to wear spectacles
for reading after surgery.
FACT – Modern lenses can be of multifocal design. These allow the patient to
be spectacle independent. They do not
have to wear spectacles for reading.
MYTH - I will have to be housebound
for a month. I will not be able to cook
for a month
FACT —As the small opening seals instantly the person can go back to normal
life, drive the next day and can even go
for a run on the fourth day. This varies
from case to case and is best decided by
the treating surgeon.
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MYTH – Cataract is called Motia because it has to do with formation of
pearls in the eyes
FACT – Cataract is nothing but clouding
of the lens in the eye. The protein in the
human lens (like a camera lens) coagulates and denatures. Looking at the white
pearly appearance of the lens, ancient
doctors named this Motia or pearl.
MYTH – Cataract can be cured with
the use of eyedrops
FACT – Many times non-medical practitioners float the idea of miracle eyedrops
which will dissolve the cataract. They
put dilating drops in the eye which al-

mentally and physically dull. Is there
any solution to restrict it?
You need to steer your bodily changes in
the right direction. Masturbate only
when you are sexually excited and avoid
watching porn. For staying fresh
through the day develop a healthy
lifestyle i.e. eat and exercise regularly.

2 I am a 16-year-old boy. I watch erot1 I am addicted to masturbation, because of which I think I am becoming

HEAVY DRINKING MAY WEAKEN YOUR MUSCLES
People who drink heavily daily
for around two years may face
the risk of damaging their skeletal muscles, Australian researchers have found.
"Heavy drinking is more likely to cause damage to skeletal
muscles than livers or brains,"
Australian researcher Simon
Worrall from the School of Molecular and Microbial Sciences at
the University of Queensland
said.
It is known that heavy

drinkers face severe health risks
although moderate drinkers
tend to enjoy better health.
People who consume around
eight drinks a day for around
two years are at an increased
risk, the online edition of Australia Broadcasting Corp quoted
the researchers as saying.
However the scientists said
the damage is unlikely to be life
threatening but will see muscles
become weaker.
—
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This Diwali Ad labs introduces easyticket

TM

. A Asimple prepaid service that

makes it really easy to carry out cashless transactions and even gi ft movies.
Buy and use the Ad labs easyticket TM TMthrough: Phone , Internet and Ticket
counter.
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This Diwali , we ’ re going
an ext ra mile

to ensure your safety.
Buy a Godrej Safe and stand a chance to win a Logan *.
Drive your luck home in a Logan *. this Diwali. Because with every Godrej safe
you buy, you ’ re sure to win some exciting prizes. Just scratch a card . And you
might drive away a Logan °. Or win a Plasma Plasma
TV. Or an i-pod . Or silver coins.
Or simply 10 10
% off on the safe purchased. We just hope you ’ re lucky enough
to reach our our
store before the offe r gets over.

Cataract causes symptoms including blurry vision near and/or far, sensitivity to glare, and an imperceptible but progressive
loss of colour vision as the lens turns yellow. The image on the right is how a cataract patient will perceive a normal image(L)

DR MAHINDER WATSA

ic pictures and get excited, only to
ejaculate while sleeping. This makes
me hesitate to sleep when others are
around. How can I avoid this?
There is nothing to worry. Every man

health study

ejaculates in deep sleep. You are normal.

Spray it on the head of your penis.

3 I am a 19-year-old woman. My
right breast is a couple of inches
smaller than the left one. Is this because of my sex life? Please help, what
can I do about this?
You were born with it. It did not occur
due to your sex life.

5 Can you please explain what oral
sex means?
Oral sex (considered illegal) but practiced all over the world is the use of the
mouth and tongue over genitals.

4 Which kinds of gels can I apply to
my penis to have more discharge time
during intercourse? Are there any side
effects of these products?
Buy a spray instead; a recognised brand.

Send in your queries to: Ask the Sexpert,
Mumbai Mirror, Times of India Bldg, Dr D N
Road, Mumbai 400 001 or e-mail us at drwatsa@indiatimes.com. You can contact Dr
Watsa for an appointment on
mcwatsa@hotmail.com

MUMBAI,
GET EXTRA
HEALTHY!
Fortune Refined Sunflower Oil
brings you Mission Extra
Health. For a free health checkup, visit: Priyadarshini Park,
Nepean Sea Road —
6.00am
to 8.30am or catch it on a road
show from Ghatkopar to Mulund. It will stop at Shoppers
Stop, Huma Adlabs, R Mall,
Odein Complex and Nirmal
Lifestyle from 12.00pm to
8.00pm. For information,
call 6662 2069.
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Olfer va9dlill 150 Noverrter2007 Offervaitd on Home Safesor ly. Pisturessbown above areindicatve. Offernotvahd inthestate of Tamil Nadu, Serviceacross
20 branches and an extensive dealership netwo& For more infonraito n & a detalled presentaiton cat on any of the bebw mentioned nos. or write to us al
secure@godrei.com Dealers: Safeline Systems (‘Tikhrcli) - 25770139; Vedhoniks Systems & Solutions - 9324345881; Aditya Enterprises (Andhen) 9324106869;Classic Enterp rises (Ghadcopar) -25114792; Premium Furniture (mane) -25411875; Shree Bharat Furniture (Arsthen) - 26774649; Hanison Net
Mat (Andhen) - 28201392; V. D. Enterprises (Ghansol i) - 9322515784; Raigad Bazar (ftJibag) - 0250-222476; Lassi Traders (Kalyan) - 0251-2222220; Wood
Bank Interios (mane) - 25894261; Ramesh Steel Emporium (Domb/vili) - 0251-2439330; Misha Agenctes ashi) - 39120655; Meher Safes & Secudites
(Oshleara) - 66959488; Online Securities (Grant Road) - 9820991422; Babte Fun ture (Ghatlcopar) - 25068845; Active Distributors Borivali) - 9820284470;
My Home (Vasai)-9970554152; Design Elegance (Prthhadevi - 24300273; Gemini Electronics (Dadar) - 24225691;Jyoti Enterprises Goregaon) - 28751062;
Paresh Furnishers (Santacruz) - 26492084;SeniorAgency (Kabadew) - 22066681; Vijay Sales (Prabhadesi) - 22416010;‘TijaySales Santaauz) - 66941212;
Vijay Sales (Mdhen) - 26248447; Vijay Sales (Goregaon) - 26666217; Vijay Sales (Borivali ) - 28021781; Vijay Sales (Chernbur) - 25294622; Vijay Sales
(Ghalko par) - 25003535; ‘Tijay Sales ashi) - 66227733; Vijay Sales (mane) - 25895159; Furniture Plaza (Kalyan) - 9323127657; Sony Many (‘Tile Parle) 26719115; Godral Litespace Showro oms-T hane 1W) - 9820435037/25334861;Dombiwat (F) - 992012149612431464; Vikl,roli -9820366303/67963521;
Fort - 982067322 / 22828548;
/
Fort 66365642/5643; Borivali 1W) - 28991600/ 6300: Byculla 9820384232/ 23021015/1178.
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